Many authors present approaches to relativistic thermodynamics, with different final results, deriving transformation equations for absolute temperature T and heat Q.
Consider an ideal mono-atomic gas consisting of N identical non-interacting molecules at rest in the inertial reference frame I 0 which moves with constant speed u relative to the inertial reference frame I and with speed u' relative to the inertial reference frame I', I' moving with speed V relative to I. The three inertial reference frames are in the standard configuration, u, u' and V showing in the positive direction of the permanently overlapped x,x',x 0 axes. In order to characterize the studied system of molecules, observers from I 0 measure the proper absolute temperature T 0 and the proper internal energy 
Eliminating T 0 between (2) and (3) the result is that T and T' are related by The invariance of entropy (S=Q/T; S'=Q'/T') makes that heat (Q,Q') transforms as temperature does, i.e. 
As we see the transformation of heat has as a byproduct the physical quantity 
Expressed as a function of Q p′ (9) becomes
Equations (10) Introductory physics textbooks, presently in use, do not treat the relativistic aspects of thermodynamics. Our approach offers an easy way to relativistic thermodynamics for the introductory physics lectures.
